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For some reason, Greek mythology always appealed to me.  Not in the sense that I believed the 

stories about Zeus, Hera, Poseidon, and others, but I did enjoy them.  Edith Hamilton’s, 

Mythology, was a favorite of mine in high school.  My boys also have enjoyed learning about 

Greek mythology and reading books based upon the myths.  But as noted, they’re myths.  They’re 

false gods.  They don’t exist.   

 

Today in our country, we may not think false gods are a problem.  While there is a small percentage 

of people in our country that believe in other gods, it’s certainly a small number.  Generally, we 

break down most of the population into two categories:  those that believe in God and those that 

don’t (atheists).  To us, atheism seems to be more of a real problem than those who believe in other 

gods.  I am reminded, however, of a quip by D. L. Moody who once wrote, “You don’t have to go 

to heathen lands today to find false gods. America is full of them.”  And these false gods are present 

even among those who call themselves Christians. 

 

For some, work is their god.  We are commanded to work, and a man that won’t work shouldn’t 

be allowed to eat (2 Thess. 3:10).  But God also expects us to trust him that he will provide us with 

everything we need (Matt. 6:33).  However, if we’re too busy working that we can’t make it to 

Bible classes or worship, or if we’re too busy working to spend the necessary time with our 

families, or if we’re too busy working to have time to serve others, or if we’re too busy working 

to have time to study the scriptures...well, you get the point.  Work has become a god. 

 

Going hand in hand sometimes with work is the god of materialism.  The saying, “He who dies 

with the most toys, wins” is a false hope and a false god.  “Now godliness with contentment is 

great gain.  For we brought nothing into this world, and it is certain we can carry nothing out” (1 

Tim. 6:6-7).  The material things of this world don’t last.  That’s why Jesus said to store up 

treasures in heaven rather than treasures on earth.  The treasures in heaven are eternal.   

 

How much money do you spend on these carnal, temporary things compared to the amount of 

money you spend for the Lord, whether with your regular contribution to the local work or in 

sharing with others or using your resources to help spread the gospel?  If you’re spending more 

each week on going out to eat or on clothing or “toys” or other material things than you are in your 

contribution to the spiritual work, then materialism has become your god.  And it’s a false god. 

 

For some, their god is pleasure.  This can come in the way of pleasing the senses (sensuality) but 

it can also come in the form of recreation.  In either case, it’s a pursuit of those things that are 

pleasing to the flesh.  Many times, the activities that bring pleasure aren’t sinful.  God certainly 

intended for us to experience pleasure in various ways.  But he didn’t intend for us to put the 

pursuit of pleasure first in our lives. 

 

Here in the South, football is a god, including to many Christians.  Many will easily spend 3+ 

hours on a Saturday watching a game and then spend all week talking about it with friends and 



coworkers but can’t spend an hour at Bible class or talk with their friends or coworkers about the 

gospel.  

 

We may not think that pleasure is our god, but how often do we spend time planning recreational 

activities and then actively involved in such activities, and before we know it, the week has gone 

by and the only time we’ve spent in spiritual pursuits has been the times at the church services?   

 

My point is not that it’s sinful to enjoy pleasurable activities, but too often we spend more time in 

those than we do in study, prayer, evangelism, meditation on God’s word, and serving others. 

 

Even our family can become our god.  When family concerns become more important than spiritual 

concerns, we have replaced the one true God with a false god.  When Christians abandon the truth 

because of family or when Christians will excuse their absences at the assemblies because of 

family, then again the priorities are out of place and family has become the god. 

 

Of course with most of these, there will be times that necessary exceptions occur.  But those should 

be the exceptions.  How are we using our time?  How are we using our money?  What really is 

first in our life?  The false gods grant us benefits that are temporal.  The true God will grant us 

eternal life.  He’s a jealous God and will not tolerate anything else coming before him.  He loves 

us immensely and has shown and continues to show that love in dramatic ways.  Let’s be sure we 

demonstrate love in return by putting him first in our lives. 


